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In the conclusion of William Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying (1930), just before Darl will be sent to Jackson to be institutionalized, Cash overhears recorded music in the air. It comes from a nearby window, wafting out of Mrs. Bundren’s home, where the family has stopped to borrow shovels for the burial of Addie. The Bundren wagon approaches “that little new house, where the music was.” Cash thinks to himself, “It’s a comfortable thing, music is. . . . The music stopped, then it started again. . . . Then we saw pa coming back. . . . The music never started again.”

As Cash turns toward the music for comfort, his experience is not unlike Odysseus’s bound exposure to the Sirens, what Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer might call “the contradiction of song in civilization:”

“I reckon it’s a good thing we aint got ere a one of them. I reckon I wouldn’t never get no work done a-tall for listening to it. I dont know if a little music aint about the nicest thing a fellow can have” (259). The graphophone is a body that might offer pleasure and relief when a man “comes in tired of a night.” Better than a woman, it “shuts up like a hand-grip.” The machine is complete and unto itself. “[A] fellow can carry it with him wherever he wants.”

It is tempting to find in Cash’s longing for recorded music the sound of fragmentation, a series of parts for which there is no whole. While the vicissitudes of free indirect discourse otherwise lay claim to the

Where should this music be? I’ th’ air, or th’ earth?
It sounds no more. . . .
With its sweet air: Thence I have followed it
(Or it hath drawn me, rather) but ’tis gone.
No, it begins again.

—Shakespeare, The Tempest
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spontaneous movements of interior life, the novel’s discourse is fundamentally at odds with its characters, as if the mute music of the graphophone allegorizes what Dorothy Hale calls the “unsayable” as it animates the “heterogeneous discourse” of *As I Lay Dying*. This novel both promises and refuses freedom of proximity to an affective center, the voices being phonographically of and other from the bodies that house them. Perhaps the graphophone is the acoustical shadow of the larger project of Yoknapatawpha itself, a project of memory that Faulkner once described as “bind[ing] into a whole the world which for some reason I believe should not pass utterly out of the memory of man.” The graphophone, as a machine of memory, forcefully circumscribes the limits of binding together and points to a crisis in representation insofar as it is an act of remembering. The graphophone would seem by this logic to be a false consciousness or failed memory, not unlike Plato’s ancient remonstrance against forms of memory that rely on external marks.

Recorded and broadcast sound often appear in Yoknapatawpha in dehumanized tones, as if there should be no place for media within Faulkner studies except to note its censure. John T. Matthews has described *As I Lay Dying* as Faulkner’s attempt to work through the dialectical tension between modernism and modernization in a process that “mediates social reality by turning it into aesthetic form.” By Matthews’s account, one of the few to attend to the role of communications media in Yoknapatawpha, the graphophone “quietly reminds us of the technologically reproduced, illusorily prosthetic qualities of novels themselves—mass-produced, mass-consumed goods that simulate life and speech, and that gratify us imaginatively when life is full of discontentment and loss.” The possibility that I will describe here is not only that the graphophone might allegorize something more than a failure “in the modernist project of resisting and transmuting the forces of modernization” but that the machine’s appearance in the conclusion of *As I Lay Dying* invites us to consider mediated sound in relationship to Faulkner’s larger project of binding together: Yoknapatawpha as an audiophonic act of commemoration. *As I Lay Dying* points to a Faulkner who was not only considering the ontological problem of technologically mediated sound, like so many writers of his time, but also rethinking novelistic form through sound recording as a technology of memory.

The film form has shaped the study of the relationship between Yoknapatawpha and media. Sarah Gleeson-White has intervened in the visualism of that discourse to date an “auditory Faulkner” from the composition and publication of *Absalom, Absalom!* (1936), describing how Faulkner’s revision process for *Absalom* was contemporaneous with his interest in the montage techniques of Sergei Eisenstein, including
the experimental counterpoint of sound and image by which sounds haunt the screen in decontextualized form.\textsuperscript{10} The prospect of dating an auditory Faulkner is complicated, however, by the fact that his project was sonically experimental from its inception.\textsuperscript{11} While Faulkner often cited the image of Caddy climbing up the pear tree as the origin of \textit{The Sound and the Fury} (1929), “Twilight,” this novel’s earliest draft, already includes the repetitive “moan” of Benjy that both propels and registers the agony of memory—it is not unlike decontextualized film sound in being of his body yet mobile between other minds. As Vardaman remarks of the sound of his own crying in \textit{As I Lay Dying}, one gesture to the phenomenology of sound physically separated from source, “the crying makes a lot of noise. I wish it wouldn’t make so much noise” (Faulkner, \textit{As I Lay Dying}, 54).

If Faulkner endured an extreme allergy to jukeboxes, phonographs, and radios,\textsuperscript{12} it at first seems as if the graphophone is the curious, unsynthesized remainder of an earlier vocalic, oral, and oratorical Faulkner. Stephen M. Ross has richly described this aspect of Faulkner, dating the earliest presence of “mechanical voice” in the blaring phonograph of \textit{Sanctuary} (1931), a category Ross expands to include sirens in \textit{Light in August} (1932) and loudspeakers in \textit{Pylon} (1935).\textsuperscript{13} Ross argues for an increasingly “diminished presence of the ‘natural voice’” across Faulkner’s works, “with the result that phenomenal voice underwent crucial qualitative changes in the years after \textit{Light in August}.”\textsuperscript{14} Yet we cannot simply say that Faulkner turns away from orality towards mechanical voice as a kind of second phase if \textit{Absalom, Absalom!} is responsive to audiovisual form and remains principally about the act of storytelling. The periodization of Faulkner in relationship to mechanical audition is also challenged by \textit{As I Lay Dying}, a work that seems so much about voicing (what can and cannot be voiced to others) yet concludes with the trope of mediated sound. By several accounts, \textit{As I Lay Dying} also “prepares for an experimentalism deeply implicated in the search for the truth about the South.”\textsuperscript{15} As Matthews writes, “For Faulkner to proceed into the 1930s with his great fiction of social and historical analysis, he needed to exorcise the strictly aestheticist impulse of his modernism.”\textsuperscript{16} There is something about \textit{As I Lay Dying} that turns away from itself in order to turn towards the “great” Faulknerian project of historical consciousness.

That pivot may very well be located in the call of the graphophone, a technology of memory, as it gives \textit{As I Lay Dying} its penultimate paragraph. The conclusion of this novel also suggests that “mechanical voice” does not designate a separate category of Faulknerian sound obeying its own logic in opposition to the “natural.” Rather, the graphophone
as trope—but also as what I will describe as an audiophonic narrative *form*—is continuous with what had already been Faulkner’s repetitive and spatially stratified approach to naturally vibrating sounds. The attempt to divide Faulkner’s work into two—an auditory and nonauditory Faulkner, an oral and mechanically voiced Faulkner, or a sonically naturalistic and sonically transgressive Faulkner—must be questioned in terms of the defining philosophical concern of his project of Southern memory, which was perhaps always-already audiophonically mediated.

The graphophone interrupts *As I Lay Dying* as novel that is built of vernacular voices articulated within a more broadly regional soundscape (the “Chuck. Chuck. Chuck.” of Cash’s adze [5]). This sound, while produced by a metal tool in motion, continues to suggest contact between the human body and its mechanical prosthetics. As an ambiguously natural sound, it resonates within a broad spectrum between mediated and unmediated sound. Already folded within it is the mechanical, not only as tool but also as repetitive and perfectly reproduced rhythm. Each instant is graphically identical on the page; there is no attempt to represent changes in pitch, timbre, or duration. In that same way, the cry of Benjy is the affective-acoustical abyss that continually tests language but is not fully written into it. While Faulkner would never graphically represent the cry of Benjy, he did attempt to bend the limits of the visual representation of sound in the cry of Louis Hatcher in *The Sound and the Fury*, showing that he was sensitive to this gap: “When he called the dogs in he sounded just like the horn he carried slung on his shoulder and never used, but clearer, mellower, as though his voice were a part of darkness and silence, coiling out of it, coiling into it again. WhoOoooo. WhoOooooo. WhoOooooo. WhoOoooooo. WhoOooooo.” While Hatcher’s call in darkness is issued without the aid of his “never used” horn, this prosthetic nonetheless hangs on the human shoulder in suggestive juxtaposition and proximity. His call is treble, like “Chuck. Chuck. Chuck,” but also graphically variant, underscoring how Faulkner experimented in his approach to sound-writing.

That potential for visual variance makes the exacting repetition of the adze all the more pronounced. If Cash’s devotion to the coffin is, as Matthews describes, artisanal or prior to the age of mechanical reproducibility, there is also something of Cash that, in his inability to confront losing both Addie and Darl, has outsourced memory to these corporeal objects, both the coffin and the graphophone (and even the book) taking the shape of a container. The sound of his adze building the coffin does not predate technological modernity but rather seems imbricated in it. Fashioned at Addie’s window, the coffin also enters into a textual relationship with the graphophone as a collection of sounds that flirt with
Mrs. Bundren’s window as a porous threshold between inside and outside. While Karl Zender describes natural sound as having in Faulkner’s early work a romantic pulse of expressive harmony with the listener, a harmony that is then lost, perhaps a Faulknerian *soundscape* resolves that discord. R. Murray Schafer coined this term in *The Tuning of the World* (1977) to indicate the vast acoustical landscape of “ecological” sound interrupted by the noise of modernity, but Faulkner seems to hear a more complex relation. His soundscape challenges a supposedly “natural sound” unaccompanied by the mechanically sonorous: Faulknerian soundscapes are composed of sounds that are spatially alongside and in dynamic temporal relation to each other. In this subtle spectrum of the natural and mechanical, Faulknerian sound works through the phenomenology of repetition and reproducibility, folded within natural vibration as the ontological ground of mechanization.

Recalling the insistence of recorded sound in *As I Lay Dying* natural sound in *Sanctuary* first appears in repeated punctuations: “Behind him the bird sang again, three bars in monotonous repetition: a sound meaningless and profound . . . and out of which a moment later came the sound of an automobile passing along a road and dying away.” It at first seems that a pure bird song has been infected by the technological and can no longer be properly distinguished from it. While it is suggestive that Faulkner wrote *As I Lay Dying* just before revising *Sanctuary*, one cannot simply say that the latter, as his work that is arguably the most concerned with consumer culture, amplifies the reified sound of the former. This same sonic counterpoint already appears in *The Sound and the Fury* in the Quentin section, where repetitive bird song enters into a relation with mechanical sounds. Quentin thinks, “I couldn’t hear anything but the water and then the bird again. . . . I moved a little further around the tree I heard the bird again and the water and then everything sort of rolled away” (*Faulkner, Sound*, 103). Its insistence is followed, as it will be again in *Sanctuary*, by the repetitive sound of mechanical transport: “The light increased as I mounted, and before I reached the top I heard a car. It sounded far away across the twilight and I stopped and listened to it. . . . Then the house was gone and I stopped in the green and yellow light and heard the car growing louder and louder, until just as it began to die away it ceased all together. I waited until I heard it start again. Then I went on” (106–7). Again, there is starting and stopping. The problem is not reducible to simulation or reification. Once we begin to note the continuity between the mechanical and nonmechanical in Faulkner’s soundscapes, we begin to hear how that temporality can be more appropriately described as *loss* and *return*,
a kind of bereavement that points to the problem of memory in the act of acoustical perception.\textsuperscript{21}

These moments register the deep imbrication of Yoknapatawpha, as a project of twentieth-century memory, in the phenomenology of audiophonics. If “aurality” might be defined as the field of phenomenal and discursive sound, and “audio” as recorded or technologically mediated sound, the aurality of Yoknapatawpha, from its beginning, resonates with the more direct appearance of media as trope. We can retune Sundquist’s notion of \textit{As I Lay Dying} as a “shape . . . built up by accumulation and connection” to hear a phenomenology of audiophonics, one not without suggestive implications for Yoknapatawpha: “the narrative episodes do indeed seem a collection of voices in the air,” Sundquist writes.\textsuperscript{22} The graphophone suggests a way of listening to memory in a novel that is so much about the tension between the empirical and the literary reality of vocal expression, as well as the tension between what is and what fades away, action and its residual effects: “It is dark. I can hear wood, silence: I know them. But not living sounds, not even him. It is as though the dark were resolving him out of his integrity, into an unrelated scattering of components” (56). If there is not a Faulkner who was first working through the aesthetics of form and later working through history and historical consciousness,\textsuperscript{23} then perhaps there is something about Faulknerian sound, mediated to its core, which links these pursuits. The graphophone is a technology that, as a prosthetic, outlines the borders of the corporeal self and its articulation in memory. Similarly, bird song is an aural index of the spatiotemporality that surrounds and circumscribes characters as bodies, selves, and bearers of memory. In this atmosphere, objects are suspended between presence and absence. Quentin hears “a bird singing somewhere beyond the sun” (102). And again in \textit{Sanctuary}: “Benbow heard the bird again, trying to recall the local name for it. On the invisible highroad another car passed, died away. Between them and the sound of it the sun was almost gone” (6).

While the phonograph in Virginia Woolf’s \textit{Between the Acts} (1941) moans “Dispersed are we,”\textsuperscript{24} \textit{As I Lay Dying} thinks through the most challenging dimension of representing and inducing the act of memory: its unfolding in time, the retrograde motion that is also simultaneous with the progressive motion of dying, what Faulkner would later articulate in \textit{Absalom, Absalom!} as “the resonant strings of remembering,” the medium through which “nothing ever happens once and is finished.”\textsuperscript{25} By Cash’s logic, the graphophone record is a proprietary object, one that allegorizes the central dilemma of the novel’s form: the fleetingness of its characters whose voices are alienated from one another and
refuse integration. The characters each understand themselves through an object they seek to possess or otherwise economically transform into a promise of fulfillment: Anse’s teeth, Dewey Dell’s medicine, Jewel’s horse, and Cora’s muffins. As Cash first encounters the music—“it started” (236) and then several sections later, it “was not playing now” (258)—he confronts an object he wishes to sustain. He confronts listening not simply as a spatial act but as a temporal act with gaps and lags. The recorded music markedly contrasts the singing that Tull hears performed at Addie’s funeral: “In the thick air it’s like their voices come out of the air, flowing together and on in the sad, comforting tunes. When they cease it’s like they hadn’t gone away” (91). The music Cash hears cannot be sustained, but at the same time the graphophone fetishistically offers what Adorno calls “a two-dimensional model of a reality that can be multiplied without limit,” or “time as evanescence, enduring,” what might be deceptively possessed even if the music cannot. Within that framework, we might recall the narrator of Sanctuary, who hears a fury of sound and consumption, “competitive radios and phonographs” before which a “throng” of listeners lingers passively around “ballads simple in melody and theme, of bereavement and retribution and repentance” (112). The worst of human passions—each associated with the melancholy of memory—are not simply represented but distanced from the human subject by the medium as it interrupts and cheapens tunes “metallically sung, blurred, emphasised by static or needle—disembodied voices blaring from imitation wood cabinets or pebble-grain horn-mouths above the rapt faces, the gnarled slow hands long shaped to the imperious earth, lugubrious, harsh, and sad.” Faulkner here perhaps shares Adorno’s sentiment that the phonograph is “an artistic product of decline.” In Sanctuary, there is a grim facelessness, a rough or deformed outline of character that accompanies the invisible yet sonically registered rape of Temple Drake (102). This facelessness seems for a moment crystalized in the recorded music, a music that does not so much rob listeners of individuality as provide a means to amplify already existent reification while they attempt to bereave and repent an unspoken past. These songs, identified in Sanctuary by their means of transmission, are doubly metallic, already deformed by the social conditions of technological modernity.

In that same way, As I Lay Dying perhaps no longer believes in the kind of sympathy and unification that the language of song might otherwise provide. If we attend to the narrative mode of the graphophone’s appearance in As I Lay Dying, it does not seem to be one fetish among others, as Matthews argues, but more potent in its capacity to allegorize the novel’s internal theory of memory. A sense of loss is registered
for the reader neither by what the stoic Cash says nor even by what he hears, but rather by how he hears. As it appears in narrative, the music belongs both to place and to time; however, the place from which the music emanates remains invisible as the perceptual emphasis falls upon music’s temporal inaccessibly. As the music starts and stops, there is in the breaks a caesura between narrative and emotion, one related to Cash’s stoic inability to articulate his agony over the family’s betrayal of Darl. What song is it? What does it sound like? We are not meant to register the graphophone as a producer of song but as a relationship to time. Just as music appears, its emotional possibility—to elaborate and symbolize its listeners and their affective-linguistic world—is evacuated from a narrative that will not predicate its recorded music. If, as Roland Barthes suggests, the adjective in music criticism serves an “economic function,” we might say this is a function from which Faulkner’s novel divests, not in despair but in the articulation of an alternative way of thinking through the temporality of grief and its residual effects. Barthes writes: “The predicate is always the rampart by which the subject’s image-repertoire protects itself against the loss that threatens it: the man who furnishes himself or is furnished with an adjective is sometimes wounded, sometimes pleased, but always constituted; music has an image-repertoire whose function is to reassure, to constitute the subject, who hears it.”

In As I Lay Dying, music will not appear in adjec-tival form to seize the inner life of characters, providing the sound of depth. As Addie admonishes of spoken language, “the high dead words in time seemed to lose even the significance of their dead sound” (175). Music itself will not fully unite its characters with the novel as a verbal and temporal means of representation. The trope of recorded music, unqualified except in its relation to time, gives us the sense that Cash has been drawn beyond the agonizing thoughts of Darl into an elsewhere of music, but one that is also coldly anempathetic. In what Michel Chion calls in the context of film sound a “conspicuous indifference” of music to suffering, the recorded music refuses to participate in and accompany human life. Not only does the narrative refuse a certain descriptiveness of the musical object, it breaks it apart in time such that music cannot fully accompany narrative to assuage its crisis.

Cash’s attention is continually drawn towards the music, although narrative continues to move forward just alongside this distraction. There is a kind of incidental auditory “glimpse” of recorded music; it trembles just on the edges of the narrative as an alternative mode of perception, alternative because more technological but also because more suggestive of this novel’s phenomenology of memory. One is reminded of Stephen Heath’s description of Alfred Hitchcock’s Suspicion (1941), a film in
which the gaze of an inspector visiting Lina is drawn, incidentally but continually and in brief intervals of fascination, to a modernist painting. Cubism disrupts the otherwise “perfectly symmetrical patterning” of the mise-en-scène that “builds up and pieces together the space in which the action can take place.” This glimpse, this eye diverted away from the frame’s most immediate form of organization, suggests an epistemological order alternative to that maintained by the logic of inspection. It interrupts the gaze holding the scene together and draws the vision of the inspector towards it, but only marginally, in a way that the narrative registers without directly addressing or resolving. In *As I Lay Dying*, however, this event is not along the axis of space but of time. The graphophone tugs at Cash’s perception but also at the novel itself; it appears just as *As I Lay Dying* marks its own duration or coming to an end. When it appears, Cash only briefly allows himself to listen to the music and then catches himself, just as the desire for waning recorded sounds appears heightened by his inability to articulate his own feelings of loss.

In this acoustical equivalent of a glimpse, the narrative also seems to catch itself, preventing the graphophone from being fully represented beyond fits and starts. Faulkner’s approach to dialect voices that imperiously or anachronistically outlast technological modernity paradoxically echoes the machinic possibility of ethnographic recording as it was expanding in this moment. *As I Lay Dying* is a kind of compendium of the voices and sounds falling out of the memory of man. What might perhaps differentiate the Faulknerian project from archival work, however, is the suggestive way in which forgetting, the only almost-remembered or almost-happened (“there is a might-have-been which is more true than truth” [Faulkner, *Absalom*, 115]) is built into the Faulknerian form of documentation that retains its life as lingering, its life as almost or could have been over and against the empirical and positivistic.

*As I Lay Dying* both registers and obfuscates its own relation to media, there seeming to be no place for technological voice in Faulkner’s project of literary commemoration of a receding South, Faulkner trying, “by the agony of ink,” “to recreate between the covers of a book the world I was already preparing to lose and regret.” At the same time, however, while marginal to his project, media technology is its conditioning exterior, allowing Faulkner to think through the endeavor of binding together into a whole that is not static, a form that is evaporative and becoming, like memory itself. Just as the novel comes to a close, the whole is, as he will write in *Absalom, Absalom!*, “elapsed and yet-elapsing,” like “music or a printed tale” (15). For as Cash’s song goes undescribed, the absence evinces some greater temporal deconstitution
of the listener. Cash finds comfort in the recorded music, but he cannot make it last. The intermittent music also acoustically frames Anse’s own negotiation of loss. Just before Cash first turns his attention to the sound, we learn something about the problem of the physical and spiritual continuity of the subject in time. Anse retorts to Cash’s idea of simply getting “it” (the burial) done that the entire family should be present to put Addie’s body in the ground: “‘You all dont know,’ pa says. ‘The somebody you was young with and you growed old in her and she growed old in you, seeing the old coming on and it was the one somebody you could hear say it dont matter and know it was the truth outen the hard world and all a man’s grief and trials. You all dont know’” (234–35). The recorded music appears just as Anse articulates his resistance to the brute fact of the body’s disappearance. The graphophone’s melancholic starting and stopping, like so many other insistent remainders of the novel’s heterogeneous discourse, occupies the only tropological appearance of disappearance. This force, marked by ephemeral sound, is not spatialized or fully spatializable as Faulkner gives narrative form to the is as it is becoming was.

Faulkner’s philosophical project and narrative tools invoke Henri Bergson’s concept of matter as motion, a concept that Anse succinctly summarizes in his remarks about growing old. “To perceive means to immobilize,” Bergson writes. “To say this is to say that we seize, in the act of perception, something which outruns perception itself.” That perception might be deemed an act of “seizure” in a moment of rapidly expanding technological innovation is itself significant, for media extensions of the senses externalize, literalize, and prolong objects of perception as artifacts. This seizure can also take the form of reification. Temporality, as a problem that simultaneously structures subject and object, structures As I Lay Dying’s narrative discourse as it attempts to bring to representation the affective life of its characters in relation to time. This relation continuously outruns narrative. As Bergson writes of duration: “It is, if you like, the unrolling of a spool, for there is no living being who does not feel himself coming little by little to the end of his span. . . . But it is just as much a continual winding, like that of thread into a ball, for our past follows us, becoming larger and larger with the present it picks up on its way; and consciousness means memory.” Likewise, each Faulkner character is ultimately “missing” because mobile. Their lives, Darl observes, “ravel out into the no-wind, no-sound, the weary gestures wearily recapitulant: echoes of old compulsions with no-hand on no-strings” (207). These characters are not a series of synecdoches: in the task of bringing that which “ravels out” to representation, there is a waning of the indexical logic of synecdoche as it promises a
whole of which each supposed “fragment” is ostensibly a part. One perhaps thinks of the weary phonographic gesture of T. S. Eliot’s *The Waste Land* in which the stenographer “smooths her hair with automatic hand / and puts a record on the gramophone.” Eliot’s poem then replays the Shakespearean music in the air of *The Tempest*, in a quotation that erupts into the stanza not as allusion but as direct citation, a reified fragment (i.e., a record) of word and sound. As Juan A. Suárez writes, “This kind of writing is no longer based on invention (imagination) or the rephrasing of experience. In the discourse network of 1900, writing means something akin to receiving, channeling, playing back existing files.” Yet Faulkner’s vision of the phonograph appears less as a reified plate and automatic hand and more as the form of raveling outward away from, yet towards, the deceptive center that is Addie. Synecdoche and fragmentation, foundational tropes within discussions of modernism, stand as far too spatial or visualist a negotiation of what here depicted as is musical evanescence, not only a movement of sound in time but also a form of mediated time that, while it cannot be sustained, promises repetition. “What a shame Darl couldn’t be [here] to enjoy it too,” Cash laments, in a way that foregrounds the problem of a shared time of listening (261). The eruption of recorded sound in *As I Lay Dying* cannot be reduced to a metonymy that contains the very crisis it points to, restoring representation in its ability to symbolize such loss. Addie, a voice from beyond the grave, admonishes language as “a shape to fill a lack” (175), yet her voice is also the absent center of the novel. It is graphophonic in relation to her body but also to the novel itself. Who hears her if not narrative, which, while condemning technological sound to its margins, also identifies with it by maintaining the voice after life and where the body is not?

The manifestation of Addie’s voice in writing after death paradoxically evaporates the fixed bond that might locate it in her body as its ostensible origin and terminus. By concluding *As I Lay Dying* with a graphophone, however, Faulkner seems to find in this technology the most immediate way to validate, elaborate, and punctuate a novel composed not of fragments but of the shape of the subject in duration, of a time in which, as Bergson writes, “consciousness means memory.” Cash remarks upon the graphophone not once but twice, in separate chapters, the recorded music giving this chronologically discontinuous novel its penultimate paragraph. Given that persistence, the graphophonic ending of the novel is by no means incidental music. Certainly a performer may pause and begin again, but this is a music that, recorded, appears and disappears in ways related to a prose that phonographically flouts the finality of death and the unidirectionality of chronology. With the
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The ghostly appearance of Addie’s voice in the middle of the novel, after her death, is a prose that kills only to resuscitate and kill again. As the narrative breaks from the threshold of Mrs. Bundren’s home for several chapters, it returns there once again in the concluding chapter to repeat the fact of Cash’s listening; we have not progressed but rather turned back as if by phonographic insistence: “So when we stopped there to borrow the shovels we heard the graphophone playing in the house,” the final chapter begins—again (258). The narrative has to some degree moved forward, yet it also suggests a kind of groove from which it will not break, just before it draws to its own formal end. Playing a record in the 1920s, before the advent of multitracking and mixing, was to move along a similar path, backward to the acoustic scene of recording, and this moving backward is also necessarily embedded in the advancement of duration.

What are we to make of the narrative’s insistence upon the being of this music in time, of the novel’s refusal to end by way of a music that cannot be fully contained, but promises return? Upon first consideration, narrative seems to gesture to a failed mnemonics, an object of memory that refuses to be incorporated and an unwillingness to fully remember. “The music was not playing now,” Cash repeats (258). Yet in the novel’s coming to an end, the reader becomes conscious of the problem of evanescence as a problem, one phantasmatically absolved for Cash in the possibility of owning the graphophone—an illusory seizure of what Bergson calls the “absolute,” which can only be grasped by the faculty of intuition. The trope of machine music does not simply ironize Cash’s longing. By appearing within a conclusion as that which bestows material and spatial limits upon a work, the trope ironizes the work’s own manifestation as “form.” To be itself, form must reach a limit. Yet novelistic form, like the deceptive form of the phonograph record, exists in time, requiring reading as an act of consciousness that, like listening, takes and loses shape in time—or as Adorno writes, “disappears” yet “survives in time.”

For Adorno, this survival in time is not reducible to playing again and again; recorded sound is suspended between what is no longer present and what is to come. This audiophonic temporality carries all of the overtones (a kind of sonorous variant) of what Benjamin located in the dialectical image: an *again* that also registers what was not yet or could have been, the immanent deforming and reforming of the past as lost possibility. *As I Lay Dying*’s own present progressive title announces that the novel’s form is a form that is not one. Indeed, Adorno concludes his analysis of phonograph records, “herbaria of artificial life,” by negating it along the axis of time, a negation he suggests is secreted within the phonograph record’s supposedly rigid materiality: “the form
of the phonograph record could find its true meaning [in] the scriptural center that disappears in the center, in the opening of the middle, but in return survives in time.”42 In the same way, by concluding with a reappearing record, Faulkner seems to have realized that he could not properly punctuate As I Lay Dying without undoing the novel’s own technical demands—to gain and lose shape in time, as the moving script of the record disappears into its spiral center. With this appearance of mute technological music that disappears yet survives, the novel asserts its experimental strategy and its relation to embodied memory: not a form or formalizable but rather a “shape” in time, just like Yoknapatawpha itself.

NOTES

7. Ibid., 90.
8. Ibid.
11. It was also auditory from its inception. David Minter describes how Faulkner’s experiences of listening in youth propelled him towards fiction. He listened as his father’s friends shared stories about the Civil War and as Caroline Barr, his African American caregiver, told family stories that Faulkner would repeat, not only years later “amid the
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malaise of Hollywood” but also in Flags in the Dust (1927), when these voices would be transfigured into novelistic form. See Minter, William Faulkner: His Life and Work (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), 12–13.
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